Introduction
Let A be a real affine algebra of dimension 2 and V = spec A. In [10] We prove however, that the map det is surjective if, for instance, P is a rank d projective A-module where A is an affine algebra of dimension d over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0.
We thank Chandra for his delightful company during the 'development' of this work. One of the authors thanks the Tata Institute for its hospitality. §1. Witt group of skew-symmetric forms Let A be a commutative ring. A skew-symmetric space over A is a pair (P, s) where P is a finitely generated projective A-module and s:PxP--,A a skew-symmetric bilinear form which induces an isomorphism s.:P_~P*. An isometry of skew-symmetric spaces is an isomorphism of the underlying modules which preserves the forms. Any finitely generated projective module P gives rise to a skew-symmetric space, called the hyperbolic space, denoted by H(P): its 491 underlying module is P~BP* and the form is given by
The orthogonal sum of two skew-symmetric spaces (e, s) and (P', s'), denoted by (P, s)± (P', s'), is the space (P ~P', t) where t ((v, w) , (v', w')) = s(v, v') + s'(w, w'): v, v' e P, w, w' e P'. For any skew-symmetric space (P, s), we have (P, s) ± (P, -s)~H(P). We say that two spaces (P, s) and (P', s') are equivalent if (P, s) ± H(Q) ~ (e', s') ± H(Q') for some Q and Q'.
The orthogonal sum induces a group structure on the set of equivalence classes of skew-symmetric spaces, the identity being the class of the hyperbolic spaces and the inverse of the class of (P, s) being the class of (P, -s).
We denote by Ko(A) the Grothendieck group of finitely generated projective A-modules, by PicA the group of isomorphism classes of invertible A-modules, by/~o(A) the kernel of the rank homomorphism and by SKo(A) the kernel of the determinant map. We cite [1] and [2] as references for these and other unexplained terms.
There is an involution o on Ko(A) which maps the class of P to the class of P*. For any x e/~0(A), we have, x + o(x) E SKo(A) and we denote by tr (/~o(A)) the subgroup of SKo(A) consisting of all elements of the form x + o(x), x e/~o(A ).
We record here some stability results on skew-symmetric spaces which will be used in sequel. 
P, s) ± (Q, t) .~ (P', s') ± (a, t), then (P, s) ~ (P', s').
(One should note that in the proof of (4.16) of [2] , the reference should be to (4.14) instead of (4.15).) COROLLARY 1.3. Let A be a noetherian ring of dimension <-2. Then every class in W-I(A ) has a representative (P, s) with rank P = 2.
Let P be a projective module of rank 2. Any nonsingular skew symmetric form s on P induces an isomorphism A2P ~A. Conversely any isomorphism A2p~A gives rise to a skew symmetric structure on P. Thus, any rank 2 projective module with trivial determinant carries a skew symmetric structure which is unique up to units of A. If (P, s) is a rank 2 skew-symmetric space and u a unit of A, then (P, s) and (P, us) are isometric if and only there exists an mtomorphism tr of P with det tr = u.
Let A be a noetherian ring of dimension 2 and (P, s) a skew-symmetric space ,ver A By (1.3),
it', s) ± H(Q) _~ (P', s') 3_ H(Q'),
where rank P' =2 for suitable Q and Q'. Taking determinants, we get, det P ~ det P'~ A. Thus associating to each skew-symmetric space its underlying module, we obtain a homomorphism
• : W-'(A)---~ SKo(A)/tr K,o(A).
The map • is surjective since every element of SKo(A) can be represented by a rank 2 projective module with trivial determinant, which as we saw above, carries a skew-symmetric structure. Since 2SKo(A)ctr/~0(A), • induces a homomorphism
cp : W-'(A )/2W-I(A ) --~ SKo(A )/tr Ko(A).
We shall show that this map q~ is an isomorphism for a certain class of 2-dimensional atfine algebras. To do this, we begin with some preliminary results.
Let Um3(m) denote the set of unimodular rows of length 3 over A. [12, (5.2) ]. Thus the isometry class of the skew symmetric space (A 4, S(tr, ~)) is uniquely determined by the class of tr in Um3(A)/SL3(A). We denote this isometry class by Z(tr). We remark that any rank 4 skew-symmetric space whose underlying module is free is in Z(o~) for some trq Urea(A); in fact, for any T eGL4(A) and any skew-symmetric matrix
S E GL4(A), Pf(TST') =/if(S) det T. We have a map w : Um3(A)/SLa(A)---~ W-I(A) which sends the class of a~ to the class of Z(t~). PROPOSITION 1.4. The image of w is the kernel of 4. In particular, if SL3(A ) acts transitively on unimodular rows, then • is an isomorphism.
Proof. The underlying module of any skew-symmetric space (P, s) whose class is in ker • is of the form Q ~) Q* for some projective module Q. Let Q' be such that Q ~ Q' is free. Then (P, s)± H(Q') is free. By (1.3), this space is isometric to (P', s')± H(A n) with rank P'= 2 and P' stably free. The class of (P, s) in W-I(A) is the class of (P', s')± H(A). By a well-known cancellation theorem for projective modules, [1, p 172], P' ~A 2 is free so that by our earlier remarks, (e', s') ± H(A) is in ~(tr) for some a~ e Um3(A). COROLLARY 1.5. Let A be an affine algebra of dimension 2 over a field K. Suppose that one of the following conditions is satisfied:
3) K is real closed and the set of K-rational points of spec A lies in a closed subscheme of dimension <-1. Then 4: W-I(A)--* SKo(A)/tr Ko(A) is an isomorphism.
Proof. In each of these cases, SL3(A ) acts transitively on Um3(A ) (See 
.2. Let A be any ring of dimension 2 and x, y, z, t e A such that (x, t2y, z) is unimodular. Then there exists or e SL3(A) such that (x, t2y, z)or = (x,y,z).
Proof. 
X(x, tEy, z) 3_ H(A r) ..~Z(x, y, z) _l_ H(A r)
for some r. Since dimA = 2, by (1. 
X (x, y , z ) l ,~(x, t 2, z ) .~ X(x, tEy, z ) -I. H (A 2).
Since (x, t 2, y) is completable in SL3(A ) (see [14, Theorem 2 
.1]), E (x, t 2, y) H(A 2) and by (1.3), ~ (x, y, z) ~ E (x, t2y, z).
Let S, S' be two 4 x 4 skew symmetric matrices with S' nonsingular. Then
S'-IS satisfies [9, Lemma 3.5] the quadratic equation Pf(S-S't)= (Pf(S))t 2-Pf(S, S')t+ Pf(S')=0
where Pf(S, S') is the bilinear form associated to the quadratic form S ~ Pf(S). Let a, y, c), (x, y, z) Proof. Let s, s' be the restrictions of (B 4, S) to if( and ~' respectively. Since the only units B are non-zero elements of R, the restrictions of h to ~ and X °' are respectively es, e's' where e, e' are +1. We have isometries (B', s) s) ± s') (B 4, h)---, ± E's').
S = S((
Adding these equations in W-I(B), we see that the class of (B 4, S) in W-1(B)
belongs to 2W-I(B).
THEOREM 2.4. Let R be a real closed field and A a 2-dimensional aflfine algebra over R. Then the map cp:W-I(A)/2W-I(A)---,SKo(A)/tr~io(A) is an isomorphism.
Proof. We have seen earlier that • is surjective and that its kernel is generated by the classes 2;(te), tee Um3(A). By (2.1), we may assume that te = (a, y, c) with ax + y2 + cz = 1 for some x, z e A. By (2.3), the class of E(te) in W-~(A) belongs to 2W-~(A). Then for any projective module P over A of rank >-d, the map det : Aut P--~ A* is surjective.
For the proof of this theorem, we need the following result which is a minor variation of a theorem of Suslin [11] . (9 P) . This follows from steps 6 and 7 of the proof of [11, Theorem] .
Remark. If A is reduced, the assumption on the characteristic of K in the above theorem can be dropped.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let u be a unit of A. By (3.2), there exists an automorphism (0a of P ~ A mapping (0, u) to (0, 1) with determinant 1. We have p = 0 and 0 is an automorphism of P with det 0 = u. COROLLARY 3.3. Let A be as in (3.1) . If dimA=2, every rank 2 projective module P over A with trivial determinant carries a skew-symmetric structure s which is unique up to isometry. The map which sends the class of P in SKo(A) to the class of (P, s) 
in W-I(A) yields a homomorphism SKo(A)--* W-I(A) which in turn induces a homomorphism SKo(A)/trf(o(A)-~W-I(A)
which is inverse to 4.
